Lotus SmarTime.

In an increasingly connected world, having everything within our grasp is possible – Lotus
breaks into the smartwatch sector with Lotus SmarTime with a collection of 19 watches in 3
different styles, all of which compliment the trendy, urban vibe of their analogical
namesakes. Available in a minimalistic version with a 1.22” screen, a more tech version
with a 1.54” screen (both with silicone and Milanese strap options) and a sporty one with a
1.3” screen on a steel or leather strap. Being able to combine the watch to the look of
moment couldn’t be easier with the additional strap offered with each model.
Lotus SmarTime was conceived to be the perfect companion in every way. Sport is one of
the great allies of Lotus SmarTime: the multi-sports mode is integrated with systems to
track exercise data for different types of sports, such as hiking, running, cycling, swimming
or football. Among the integrated features are a calorie monitor, counting distance covered
or activity time. There is an integrated heart rate and blood pressure monitor which keeps
track of your heart rate during exercise; other features that promote the user’s wellbeing
are a sleep patterns monitor, and reminders to drink water and get up and move around.
Everything can be stored at all times in the connected application, Lotus SmarTime.

The smartwatch allows you to be connected at every moment with its notification function,
which allows you to receive all types of alerts, from incoming calls to text messages and
other apps’ notifications, everything set up from the Lotus SmarTime app.
Style has by no means been compromised. Lotus SmarTime offers dial cusomization,
allowing the user to choose between different faces, all of them with full touch display,
making the most of every milimeter to easily move around the different features, which
also include music remote control, notification control and “Find my phone”.
All in all, Lotus SmarTime is the smartwatch that puts the user in control.

